For Sale:

pick up truck
(4x4, Diesel, 2012, AC)

+ Camper
(big panel solar, hot shower) for 2 to 4 people

What: 4x4 pick-up truck (Nissan Terrano) with camper on the back (Mujica)
When and where: early April to mid-June 2019 in Chile (or before if sell in Colombia,
Ecuador or Peru)
Why: our one year and a half trip ends
How much: 19’850 US Dollars
How many seats: 5
How many beds: 3.5
Who are we: A Swiss family with two children (3 and 5 years old) returning to Switzerland
(Geneva).

The Truck
Brand: Nissan
Model: Terrano
Model: 4x4 double cabin (5 seats)
Fuel: Diesel
Year: 2012
Km: 173k actually (these trucks usually do 300k without
many problems)
Extra’s: air-conditioned
Country: Chile
Registration: on our name

This is a rather recent vehicle. The motor is very simple and
robust. This means you won’t have problems with polluted
diesel in Bolivia or Ecuador. And if anything break down, it
is one the most common cars on the South American roads,
meaning spares and reparations are easy. And a big plus: in
almost all South American countries, diesel is much (much!)
cheaper than gasoline!
On normal roads on flat terrain, we use 1 l diesel on 10 km.
This is much less than what other camper travellers we met
used! (In the mountains, this will go down to 1 l on 8 km,
which is still okay.)
Maintenance & reparations we have done on the car:
- diesel filters has been changed every five or ten thousand kilometres (For more safety the
car has 3 diesel filters to protect itself from bad diesel in Bolivia or Ecuador)
- braking pads and fluid, differential and gearbox oil, 4x4 etc. (All records and receipts
available in a notebook)
- replaced radiator
What can YOU expect to pay for maintenance?
- oil and filters: around 50-70 euros per service (every 5 to 10 thousand km and depending on
the ‘big’ or ‘small’ service).
- If you drive a lot, you might need two new tires after a year (+/- 100 euro per tire).

The camper

The camper is tree years old and fabricated by Francisco Mujica, the oldest camper
manufacturer of Chile (we are the second owner). We have made many small improvements
on it.

The camper is comfortable with ample space to relax and move around. It might look small on
the outside, but it is designed very smartly and it is enough space for a small family like us. It
is also a great format for two-three people who want comfort and like to receive guests
sometimes to travel with them. People are always so surprised when they look inside. The
ceiling height is 1.90. The tallest member of our family is 1m81 tall and has never felt
embarrassed in his movements!
There are enough windows for light and fresh air. At night the camper is very well lit thanks
to the many lamps. Eight in total!
At all windows, there are mosquito nets bought in Asia that do not let small sunflies and mini
mosquitoes (sancudos) through. Surprisingly, the mosquito nets we found in South America
only stop large insects.
Here is some 3D sketches and added photos below for a full impression of how the camper
looks.

